Winter 2007: January 1 – February 24, 2007

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS & PREMIERES

Tuesday, January 2 – Thursday, January 11

STAFF PICKS 2007

ALL ABOUT EVE

1950, dir Joseph L. Mankiewicz, with Bette Davis, Анна Бете Дэйвис, Lorin. Davis, Ann Miller, Charles Boyer. In her first major film role, Davis stars as All About Eve, a femme fatale who seduces an author to become his lover and takes over his life. But when she discovers that he is not the man she thought he was, she decides to get revenge by making a film about him. This film is a classic of the genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Monday, January 9

THE HOLY MOUNTAIN

1973, dir Alejandro Jodorowsky, w/Jodorowsky, Brontis Jodorowsky. This film is a surreal and dreamlike exploration of the afterlife, featuring some of the most outlandish and unforgettable characters in cinema history. 

Tuesday, January 10 – Friday, January 13

THE CASE OF THE GRINNING CAT

An early short film by Alfred Hitchcock, this film follows a detective who investigates a series of mysterious murders. The case leads him to a wealthy businessman who is suspected of being involved in the crimes. This film is a classic of the thriller genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Monday, January 16

THE EXORCIST

1973, dir William Friedkin, w/Maxwell's Demon. This film is a classic of the horror genre, featuring a young girl who is plagued by demonic possessions. The film follows the efforts of a psychiatrist and a priest to exorcise the demon from the girl. This film is a classic of the horror genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Saturday, January 21

THE QUIET AMERICAN

1982, dir Phillip Noyce, w/John le Carré. This film is a classic of the spy genre, following a British agent who is sent to Southeast Asia to investigate a political assassination. The film is a classic of the spy genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Sunday, January 22

OUR AHN IN HAVANA

1928, dir Louis de Noailles, with Augustin Marse, Augustin Marse. This film is a classic of the French cinema, following a young man who is sent to Cuba to work on a plantation. The film is a classic of the French cinema and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Sunday, January 21

PHILIPPINE FILM PIONEERS: HUMBERTO JUINOS

1919, dir Ignacio de Avila, w/Arnoldo Jesús. This film is a classic of the Philippine cinema, following a young man who is sent to Manila to work for a plantation. The film is a classic of the Philippine cinema and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Monday, January 23

THE FURY

1929, dir John Ford, w/John Wayne. This film is a classic of the western genre, following a young man who is sent to the Wild West to work for a plantation. The film is a classic of the western genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Saturday, January 28

MCCLOUD

1973, dir Robert Altman, w/Robert Altman. This film is a classic of the western genre, following a young man who is sent to the Wild West to work for a plantation. The film is a classic of the western genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Sunday, January 29

THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN

1935, dir James Whale, w/Colin Clive. This film is a classic of the horror genre, following a young man who is sent to the Wild West to work for a plantation. The film is a classic of the horror genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

Monday, January 30

THE HUNCHBACK

1923, dir William Wellman, w/Charles Laughton. This film is a classic of the horror genre, following a young man who is sent to the Wild West to work for a plantation. The film is a classic of the horror genre and features some of the best performances of the 20th century. 

SPECIAL EVENTS

Monday, February 6

NEW YEAR'S DAY MARATHON BROTHERS MARATHON!

Saturday, February 24

CINEMA CIRCUS: A FANS FESTIVAL

Celebrating the Brattle’s 25th birthday, this festival features a lineup of films that have been shown at the Brattle in the past 25 years. The festival includes a mix of classic and contemporary films, as well as special events and screenings. 

Sunday, February 25

THE BRATTLE THEATRE FOUNDATION AND THE CAMBRIDGE CENTER FOR ART EDUCATION PRESENT CINEMA CIRCUS: A FANS FESTIVAL

Saturday, February 24

SPEAK BAY:

SOUP KITCHEN WITH THE號 CALL THE Number 973-762-8378 For More Events

Wednesday, February 21

SPECIAL EVENTS

PAUL AUSTER

Tickets are required for this event. 

Thursday, February 22

SPECIAL EVENTS

ON THE FLEET:

TO BE DETERMINED FOR THIS EVENT

Saturday, February 24

SPECIAL EVENTS

’TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY:

YOU CAN’T MISS IT! 

Sunday, February 25

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, February 26

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, February 27

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, February 28

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, March 1

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, March 2

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Saturday, March 3

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Sunday, March 4

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, March 5

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, March 6

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, March 7

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, March 8

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, March 9

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Saturday, March 10

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Sunday, March 11

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, March 12

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, March 13

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, March 14

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, March 15

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, March 16

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Saturday, March 17

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Sunday, March 18

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, March 19

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, March 20

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, March 21

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, March 22

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, March 23

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Saturday, March 24

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Sunday, March 25

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, March 26

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, March 27

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, March 28

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, March 29

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, March 30

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Saturday, March 31

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Sunday, April 1

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, April 2

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, April 3

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, April 4

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, April 5

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, April 6

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Saturday, April 7

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Sunday, April 8

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Monday, April 9

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Tuesday, April 10

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Wednesday, April 11

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Thursday, April 12

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON

Friday, April 13

SPECIAL EVENTS

MOVIE MARATHON
ABOUT THE BRATTLE

The Brattle Theatre is a non-profit organization dedicated to preserving and exhibiting classic films. It is a member of the American Film Institute, the National Association of Theater Owners, and the National Film Registry. The theatre is located at 40 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

MEMBERSHIP

To learn more about membership, please visit our website at www.brattlefilm.org.

THE BRATTLE IS LOCATED

40 Brattle Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

Surrounded by Harvard Square and Harvard University, The Brattle Theatre is one of the most popular and unique movie theaters in all of New England. Enjoy our film selection including the #1 and the #2 Top 10 Film Polls for independent films.

WINTER 2005 • JANUARY 1 – FEBRUARY 24, 2005

FILM SCHEDULE

CAMBRIDGE 1.

The Twelfth Annual! BUGS BUNNY FILM FESTIVAL!

NEWTEENROCKCOMEDY! LINDA LINDA LINDA AREAPREMIERE! RED DOORS

CASE OF THE GRINNING CAT

THE CASE OF THE GRINNING CAT

In collaboration with the Brattle and other local theaters, this program will present a new film every week, except when noted.

BOSTON, MA

The Brattle Film Institute

The Brattle Film Foundation is a non-profit organization dedicated to preserving and exhibiting classic films. For more information, please visit our website at www.brattlefilm.org.

CAMBRIDGE.1.

The Brattle Theatre is located at 40 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It is a member of the American Film Institute, the National Association of Theater Owners, and the National Film Registry. The theatre is surrounded by Harvard Square and Harvard University.

BROOKLINE.

The Brattle Theatre is located at 40 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It is a member of the American Film Institute, the National Association of Theater Owners, and the National Film Registry. The theatre is surrounded by Harvard Square and Harvard University.

THE BRATTLE THEATRE

40 Brattle Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

617-876-6837 • www.brattlefilm.org
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